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The room had been cleaned with pine-oH disinfectant and smeHed like a public toilet. Harry Spinner was on the floor behind the bed, scrunched
down between it and the wall. The ahnost colorless chenille bedspread had been pulled askew exposing part of the clean, but dingy, sheet. All I
could see of Harry was one leg poking over the edge of the bed. He wasn't wearing a shoe, only a faded brown-and-tan argyle sock with a hole in it
The sock, long bereft of any elasticity, was crumpled around his thin rusty ankle..Darlene passed a hand before her eyes. "I guess I?m just
overtired," she said. "The long trip-"."That's what I want to do in the morning," Song said. "Unless Mary will let us take a look tonight?".fragment
of the mirror. It is a long, dangerous, and treacherous climb. Shall I expect you back for.In March he signed over his interest in the company to his
partner, cleaned out his lab and left He Bold.Singh was glad he had refused the fourth drink. One of his crew members quietly put his glass down..I
called David Fowler: "Yes, Andy had a portable typewriter, but he-hadn't mentioned being a."I?m no swimmer but I prefer hot water to ice,"
Amanda said..?Cambridge University Science Fiction Society."Did he and Maurice have sex together?".organisms developing, each is sure to be
smaller than a single organism. The more organisms that.The wealthy merchant's pink cheeks were now a shade darker than his jowls. A purplish
cloud had begun to gather on his forehead. "Young man," he said, "you sound positively paganistic. Don't you want to get into Heaven?".against
your breastbone. You grip the knob harder, push it forward just a little. The screen lights, and you.Subject: Promotion to Fleet Captain.Science
fiction is a small country which for years has maintained a protective standards-tariff to.them come through in groups of five every hour. They
didn't dare open the outer egress more often than.blindness could miss the Vancian cynicism or the massive Dunsanian irony (sometimes spilling
over into.months Selene and I were together, if I hadn't already known about her, I'd never have guessed?".In the Hall of the Martian Kings147."I
am very anxious to see you at the happiest moment of your life," said Amos. "But you still haven't told me what you and your nearest and dearest
friend expect to find in the mirror.".or that, but the whole mixed bag. The greater the variety of genes available to a species, the more
secure.runabout with a regal grace so unlike Selene's bridled energy it was hard to believe they possessed the.She started walking. "Mandy does.".I
dropped in at the office for a while Friday morning and checked the first-of-the-month bills. Miss Tremaine had a list of new prospective clients.
"Tell everyone I can't get to anything till Monday.".4. A poem about a rabbit (there was a porcelain rabbit on one of the shelves) suitable to be sung
to a baby.."We've recalculated everything based on the lower mass without the twenty of you and the six tons of.The day before, Monday, the 25th,
a girl had miscarried and hemorrhaged. She had bled to death.as the discoverer?".mouthpiece and looked at me. "It's for you?an obscene phone
call." She didn't bat an eyelash or twitch."That's right," said Jack. "And nearer than you think is a great, grey, dull, tangled, boggy, and baleful
swamp. The first piece is at the bottom of a luminous pool in the center. But it is so grey there that the grey man would blend completely in with
the scenery and never get out again. Up this one is a mountain so high that the North Wind lives in a cave there. The second piece of the mirror is
on the highest peak of that mountain. It is so windy there, and the grey man is so thin, he would be blown away before he was halfway to the top.
Two leagues short of over there, where the third piece is, there stretches a garden of violent colors and rich perfume where black butterflies glisten
on the rims of pink marble fountains, and bright vines weave in and about The only thing white in the garden is a silver-white unicorn who guards
the last piece of the mirror. Perhaps the grey man could get that piece himself, but he will not want to, I know, for lots of bright colors give him a
headache.".He didn't look at the license till he was out on the street Stapled to the back of it was a printed.by the ultraviolet, the ones just below
them would still thrive when the right conditions returned. When.The fire licks her body..September 22,1977 Source: P. T. Warrington Destination:
W. S. Halson Subject: Attempts at.Amanda walked into my arms and buried her face against my neck. "Next to my father, you're the most
dependable and trustworthy person I know.".173."Right, right.".only on one end. If I have someone with me, I can hold him if he blows off and he
can do the same for.whirligig garden and concerned a new plant that was bearing what might be fruit. They were clusters of.younger people who
got their endorsements by putting out..Fitt me like the mountains Fill me like the sea.but never touched him, I wondered if the hump on his back
made that much difference, if it made him.gold from the well in the middle of the garden, he put all his reward in the wheelbarrow, went back to
the small door and knocked..her to the cottage door. Hinda followed behind him, uncertain..to do? I can't take any more! I am just so ... so
goddamned wretched! I'd like to kill myself. No, that.sessions. Not being a dancer, she wouldn't understand how important this is to me, either.
She'd just be.Each of us adds to the other's pleasure, and it's better than the other times. But even when she."What makes you think that women are
a natural resource, Craw-ford?" she said, slowly and deliberately..and the ship is gone. He turns back again until he finds it standing out under light
canvas past Sandy.finger in..- I.. G. Saltier."Oh, Lorraine," Johnny grumbled..allowed it..hardest ice any man or woman had ever seen. This block
is ten degrees colder. Can you chop through.In the cottage Brother Hart cried out in his sleep, a swift sharp cry. His hand went to his side and,
suddenly, under his heart appeared a thin red line like a knife's slash that bled for a moment Hinda caught bis hand up in hers and at the sight of the
blood grew pale. It was the second time she had seen Brother Hart bleed..203.They grabbed the ring and pulled the door back. Through the opening
there was only the green surface of the water. Then, below the surface, Lea appeared..crucial point. He signed off and they joined the other
survivors..speculatively at Crawford..to your right; we strip off the outer part and eat the meat underneath. It tastes good. I wish we could.The jab
left her untouched. With perfect calm and not even a pause in her movement, she said, "He.voice was deliberate. "Why should I be? Nothing
happened, Teddy is a dear thing and Mandy's archaic.THE ORGANIZER: Very well. But keep in mind that the typical member of Local 209 is
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concerned solely with how much his efforts will net him, not with the use to which their end result will be put.172.The light in her dimmed.
"Selene is the dancer. I don't know anything about it.".and colorful that nobody saw the figure hi dirty rags run quickly behind them to the far end
of the ship and.From Competition 19:.beautiful to be a noted personality, since there is usually something a little idiosyncratic about each of.Barry
was as good as his word and went to Center St. the very next morning to take his third exam..202.He grinned. "Haven't you heard? We can spot
each other a mile away. Would you like some.oscillating from bell to fade-out.".The Detweiler Boy49.For one of the two was Amos, wearing the
top half of the costume of the Prince of the Far Rainbow, minus a little green patch from the sleeve and a strip from the crimson cape; he had stood
[ behind some bushes so the grey man could not see his less colorful I pants. The other was Prince Jack himself, wearing the bottom of the F
costume, minus the white leather boot; he had stood behind a low-I hanging branch so the grey man had not been able to see him from | the waist
up..He didn't know..Moises frowned. "As I told you, there is the matter of the repairs. Perhaps this afternoon?".Late in February he bought a house
and an electronics dealership in a small town in the Adirondacks..friendly with him, felt sorry for him, I guess.".The ship came down with an
impressive show of flame and billowing sand, three kilometers from Tharsis Base.."Ashes?" I say, unsure how to respond. Humor her.
"Sure.?."Nope. Just remembering."."Any kind, really.".sible, you being an examiner and all... but I wish I knew yon in a personal way. Truly.
You're a very heavy individual.".the ship in time for lunch.".Weird Woman is given a childhood background of Caribbean voodoo. Much closer is
the well-known.different women at the same time. If so, how fortunate they were the same woman.."We have been studying this problem for some
time now, and we believe there is a solution. It would not be feasible to send a contingent of adult humans, either as a functioning community or in
some suspended sate, with the ship; it is in too advanced a stage of construction to change its primary design parameters. But then, why send adult
humans at all?" He. spread his arms appealingly. "After all, the objective is simply to establish an extension of our race where it would be safe from
any calamity that might befall us here, and such a location would be found only at the end of the voyage. The people would not be required either
during the voyage or in the survey phase, since ' machines are perfectly capable of handling everything con-.because they were too damned dumb
to understand plain English..It was, in fact, still the Sondheim medley, but he let that pass. It wasn't worth an argument.."Haven't I?" said the grey
man. He reached under the table and took out a white leather boot, went."Done!".Ralston? Think you can find out how bad it is?".1. A poem about
her favorite beer, written as though it were an ad.."How do I do that??.ln Defense of Criticism.The grey man went over and picked up a
tangerine-colored alley cat that had been searching for fish heads in the garbage pail. "Open the trunk," he said. One of the sailors took a great iron
key from his belt and opened the lock on the top of the trunk. The grey man took out his thin sword of grey steel and pried up the lid ever so
slightly. Then he tossed the cat inside..Of my own ftesh and bone.Robbie was a revelation..This time he hit her hard?hard enough to send her
reeling back..and the broken arrow fell back to earth and landed at the King's feet..When Amos came up to the ship with the mirror under his arm,
he called, "Here's your mirror..didn't see it. If we're a colony, we expand. By definition. Historian, what happened to colonies that failed."Where
did you get it?" asked Amos..A Serious Undertaking, HAL CLEMENT."That's mean, Janice," I groaned.."Will you pipe down in there," called the
jailor without opening his eyes..neither you nor I need worry about him.'".Robert F. Young.?I?m pregnant," she announced to them that night,
causing Song to delay her examination of the white.Jain gestures in an expansive circle. "This is where I grew up.".With a girl that I'm sure you all
know,.asked..do, but I haven't I did see Seymour occasionally when he worked at Channel 9, before he went to work.My mother told me once she
was sorry I wasn't handsome enough to get by without working. Listen, Ma, I'm all right. There's nothing wrong with working the concert circuit.
I'm working damned hard.clones will disappear..arbitrary. What can make it seem arbitrary is that the whole preliminary process of judgment, if
you trace.And what about this, Mallory? What if someone died nearby tonight while you were with Detweiler;.Upstart by Steven Utley.master's in
oceanography at UCLA in the afternoons. In the year I'd known her I'd seldom seen her.court on Las Palmas, or not far away..man's arm. The grey
man stopped and frowned so deeply his face became almost black. "These clothes.otherwise rather plain face, giving her the look of a Renaissance
Madonna and adding nostalgic charm to her loose topknot of copper hair and high-waisted Regency-style dress.
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